In this paper, we give a new covariation spectral representation of some non stationary symmetric α-stable processes (SαS). This representation is based on a weaker covariation pseudo additivity condition which is more general than the condition of independence. This work can be seen as a generalization of the covariation spectral representation of processes expressed as stochastic integrals with respect to independent increments SαS processes (see Cambanis (1983) ) or with respect to the general concept of independently scattered SαS measures (Samorodnitsky and Taqqu 1994) . Relying on this result we investigate the non stationarity structure of some harmonisable SαS processes especially those having periodic or almost-periodic covariation functions.
Introduction
In this work, we are interested in a family of stochastic processes having infinite second order moments. It is about the class of symmetric α-stables (SαS) processes, with (1 < α < 2), having the stochastic integral representation:
where ξ is an SαS stochastic process. By using the concept of the covariation that will be recalled later in (7) or (8) and its relationship with the convergence in probability, Cambanis [1] have given general conditions for the existence of the integral (1), they are:
• (I) The process ξ is right continuous with respect to the convergence in probability.
• (II) for all linear combination ζ of increments of ξ, the map v : t −→ [ξ(t), ζ] α is of bounded variations where [., .] α denote the covariation.
Due to their impulsive nature, these processes provide appropriate models in various application fields: for example in financial and econometric modeling see Uchaikin and Zolotarev [20] , communications, signal processing see Nikias and Shao [17] , nuclear physics, astronomy see Uchaikin and Zolotarev [20] and references within... As an alternative to the covariance, which is undefined in this case, the covariation was introduced by Miller [15] . Although this new dependence measure was conceived to substitute the covariance when 1 < α < 2, it is not as convenient because it does not have some of its suitable properties. One of its great defects is that it is not, in general, additive with respect to its second variable. This last property play an important role in integral representation of the covariation with respect to a spectral measure (control measure). In the case of symmetric α-stables processes, Cambanis [1] have used the concept of independence as a sufficient condition for the covariation additivity what have enabled him to build a spectral representation of the covariation. This case have been widely studied in literature and was the keystone of several works in theoretical as applied fields. Among others, it was used in linear regression (Samorodnitsky and Taqqu [19] ), prediction problems (Cambanis and Miamee [2] , [5] )and spectral analysis of stationary processes see Samorodnitsky and Taqqu [19] and reference within.
In this paper, we generalize works of Cambanis [1] by replacing the increments independence condition on the process ξ, by a weaker one permitting the additivity of the covariation. Using this property we give, in the general sense of Morse and Transue [16] , a new integral representation of the covariation function of the process X with respect to a characterizing bimeasure. This representation which is similar to the covariance spectral representation of second order processes, will play an important role in the study of a wide class of non-stationary α-stables processes. For instance, the class of second order harmonisable processes, introduced by Loeve, have been extensively studied by Rao [18] , Chang and Rao [6] . In particular, periodically and almost periodically correlated second order processes have been thoroughly investigated, see for instance Hurd [12; 13] , Dehay [8] , Dehay and Hurd [7] . In the Cambanis's spectral representation, where ξ have independent increments, all harmonisables processes are covariation stationary: their covariation depend only on time difference, see Cambanis [1] . However, our spectral representation give an understanding of the exact manner in which the increments of the processes ξ are not independents gives some information about the non-stationarity nature of the process X. In particular, similarly to second order processes, we study an important class of harmonisables non stationary processes for which the covariation is periodic or almost periodic that we call (periodically and almost-periodically covariated processes). We show that some fundamental results concerning second order periodically and almost periodically correlated processes remain true for our periodically and almost-periodically covariated α-stable processes. This paper is organized as follows: we begin by a brief overview on stable variables and processes and some preliminary results. We give, in theorem 2.1, our first result concerning a weaker condition for covariation additivity. After a brief recall on Morse and Transue integration, we provide our main spectral representation. finally, a classification of harmonisable processes according to the structure of their characterizing bimesure is provided. All the proofs will be given in appendix.
Definitions, notations and preliminary results
A real centered random vector
is symmetric α-stable (SαS) if and only if its characteristic function is given by:
where Γ (X 1 ,...,X d ) is an unique finite symmetrical measure defined on the unit sphere S d of R d , see Samorodnitsky and Taqqu [19] . When X d is a complex SαS vector, its characteristic function is defined, for all complex θ = (θ 1 , . . . , θ d ) in C d , by:
The characteristic function (3) is computed like (2) applied to the real SαS random vector
In this paper, when X d is complex we denote Γ X d the unique spectral measure corresponding to the real vector
For the complex case, it is given by,
, the covariation of X 1 on X 2 is given by:
and z <β> = |z| β−1 z, see Cambanis [1] . The last author have shown that integrals in (7) and (8) remain unchanged if we replace Γ (X 1 ,X 2 ) by a higher order Γ (X 1 ,...,X d ) . This property is easily derived from the fact that, for all complexes (a j ) and (b j ) we have:
It was also shown that, for 1 < α ≤ 2, the map
α is a norm on the vector space induced by the set of SαS random variables. For more details and further properties see Cambanis [1] .
Sufficient condition for the additivity of the covariation
In this section we are interested in the additivity of the covariation function with respect to its second variable, that is [Y,
for all a and b. This property is usually provided by the independence of X i and X j or more generally by: Γ {(s 1 , ..., s d ) ∈ S d , s i .s j = 0} = 0, see Cambanis and Miller [3; 4] . The idea of this paper is to introduce a new condition on the vector X d more general than the condition of independence and permitting the additivity of the covariation. The next theorem provides an answer of this issue.
Theorem 2.1 For the covariation to be additive with respect to its second variable that is, for all i 0 ∈ {1, . . . , d}:
(10) It is sufficient that, for all i, j and k ∈ {1, . . . , d} not all equals, the Fourier transform φ fulfill the next condition:
Examples
• Let us remark that the result (11) 
where a 1 , . . . , a d are positifs weights. In this case, it is easy to see that the Fourier transform of Γ X d can be given by:
If we partially differentiate this formula two times we find a null function. This implies clearly that the function φ given in this example satisfies the condition (11).
• Non trivial example: To get a simple example of SαS vector X d with spectral measure Γ X d determined by its Fourier transform φ and verifying the condition (11), we choose φ of the form:
where ϕ i 's are three times differentiable even real functions. By applying the Bochner's theorem, in order that φ be a Fourier transform of a finite measure it is necessary and sufficient that it is positive definite. Then, for instance, one can take the ϕ i,j 's as three times differentiable characteristic functions of random variables.
Bimeasure construction and Morse Transue integral
We recall that a stochastic process ξ = (ξ t , t ∈ R) is SαS if all finite subset of ξ is also an SαS vector. This is equivalent to the fact that all finite linear combinations of elements of ξ are also SαS random variables, see Cambanis [1] , Samorodnitsky and Taqqu [19] . Let us consider the increments application, mapping each interval [s, t[ to the complex SαS random variable dξ defined by:
According to Cambanis [1] , under the conditions (I) and (II), the application dξ may be extended to a complex random measure on the Borel σ-algebra B(R). For the construction of our bimeasure we will need the following condition. Suppose now that the random measure dξ satisfy the condition A and consider the complex valued set function F defined on B(R) × B(R) by:
Condition
The application F is additive with respect to its two variables: it is a bimeasure. Indeed, the additivity of the first component comes from the linearity of the covariation with respect to its first variable see Samorodnitsky and Taqqu [19] . For the second component, let B 1 and B 2 be two disjoint Borel sets then for all fixed A we have,
Since dξ satisfy the condition A then,
1 The letter A is for "Additivity"
We can show that F is also σ-additive with respect to its two variables. Indeed, according to Rao [18] or Chang and Rao [6] , it suffices to show that, for all Borel sets A n decreasing to ∅, F (A n , A n ) converges to 0. Since ξ is right continuous with respect to the weak topology of convergence in probability 2 , we deduce that if (A n ) n decreases to ∅ then dξ(A n ) converges in probability to 0. This implies that F (A n , A n ) = dξ(A n ) α α converges to 0.
In the case of second order processes, it is known that the bimeasure associated with the covariance function is positive definite. This property plays an important role in the construction of integrals with respect to a bimeasure see Chang and Rao [6] . In our case of SαS processes, the bimeasure F defined in (13) have the following property:
The bimeasure F defined in (13) have a property similar to Bochner's positive definiteness: for all complex z 1 , . . . , z n and for all pairwise distinct Borel sets A 1 , . . . , A n , we have:
The proof of this property is easy, it suffices to use the condition A. Indeed,
In all the rest of the paper we suppose that the bimeasure F satisfy a condition similar to bounded Frêchet variations but weaker than Vitali's 3 . It is given 2 The topology induced by convergence in probability is equivalent to the covariation norm topology, see [Samorodnitsky and Taqqu [19] , p. 95]. 3 In this paper we will not be interested in some complicated considerations, about different bounded variations nor in their relationship with the existence of different type of integration theory with respect to a bimeasure F , discussed in Chang and Rao [6] . We just recall that, F have bounded Vitali variations if it verifies:
by:
Let B be a fixed Borel set and consider the complex measure defined by,
. According to (17) the complex measure F B have a finite total variation on B(R) (for the definition of total variation see [Dunford and Schwartz [9] , p. 97], we will recall it later in (20)). As in Rao [18] , we define, in the sense of Dunford and Schwartz [9] , the integral of a bounded function f with respect to F B that we denote by:
Now, let f be a fixed bounded map and consider the set function B −→ I 1 (f, B) which is also a complex measure with bounded total variation on B(R). Similarly, we define the integral of a bounded function g with respect toĨ 1 (f, .):
In the same way, by integrating first with respect to the complex measurẽ F A (B) = F (A, B) and A fixed, one can construct another integral
Note that in general the two integrals I 1 and I 2 are not equal (see counter example in Morse and Transue [16] ). When
) is said Morse Transue integrable (MT-integrable) and the common value will be denoted as a double integral:
As it was mentioned by Rao [18] , it is not easy to identify the class of all MTintegrable functions. It should be noted that complexes measures on B(R 2 ) are particular bimeasures, in this case MT-integration is the same as the usual Lebesgue (Radon) integration. For simplicity, we will be interested in a particular class that we construct as follows: consider ν :
where v(dξ, A) is the total variation of the random measure dξ. It is defined in [Dunford and Schwartz [9] , p. 97], for all Borel set A by:
According to Dunford and Schwartz [9] , the total variation v(dξ, .) is a positive random measure. We deduce then that ν is a positive measure. We denote by Λ α (dξ) the completion, with respect to the L 1 (ν) norm, of complex simple functions with bounded supports.
Spectral representation of the covariation function
Cambanis [1] have given a spectral representation of the covariation function of processes X given in (1) where ξ have independent increments. This last condition is the key of his spectral representation. Now that we have given a weaker condition of additivity in theorem 2.1, we generalize the Cambanis's integral representation of the covariation to processes X where increments of ξ are not necessarily independents but verifying the additivity condition A. Our spectral representation is in the sense of the general Morse and Transue [16] integration with respect to the bimeasure F .
Integral representation of the covariation function
It is easy to see that for simple functions
Thus, simple functions of compact supports are MT-integrables. In order to generalize the property (21) to all functions of Λ α (dξ) we will need the forthcoming proposition:
Proposition 2 Suppose that dξ satisfy the additivity condition A, then we have the properties:
This result is also true for the measureF A (B) and B fixed. (3) Let B ∈ B(R) be a fixed Borel set, then for all bounded function f ∈
Λ α (dξ) we have the inequality: The importance of the last proposition comes from the fact that it permits to get an integral representation of the covariation function with respect to the bimeasure F . It transforms the covariation of two stochastic integrals with respect to ξ to a double integral with respect to the bimeasure F which can be seen as a covariation of increments of ξ.
Proposition 3 Let f and g be two bounded functions in Λ α (dξ). The covariation of the stochastic integrals
The term in the right hand side is Morse Transue integral with respect to the bimeasure F .
The equality (23) is similar to the Cramer integral representation of the covariance of second order processes, see for instance Chang and Rao [6] . This result plays a fundamental role in this work because it permits to characterize the law of the stochastic process X by the bimeasure F when the deterministic functions f (t, .) are known. This property will be used later to classify the dependence structure of harmonisable SαS processes according to the morphology of the bimeasure F.
Proposition 4 Suppose that ξ is a real or complex isotropic
4 α-stable process where dξ satisfy the additivity condition A. Then the bimeasure F defined in (13) is the unique bimeasure characterizing X and verifying the integral representation (23).
Applications to harmonisable processes
In this subsection we are interested in harmonisable SαS processes. This means processes having the integral representation (1) where ( f (t, λ) = e ıtλ ) and dξ verifying the condition A. We also suppose that the bimeasure F given in (13) is of bounded variation in Vitali's sense. In this case, according to Horowitz [11] or Kluvanek [14] , F can be extended to a complexe measure on the σ-algebra B(R 2 ) induced by B(R) × B(R). By the sequel the MT-integration is the same as the usual Lebesgue (Radon) sense, see for instance Chang and Rao [6] . Let us consider the covariation function denoted by C : (s, t) −→ [X s , X t ] α that we suppose uniformly continuous, then:
• We will say that X is covariation stationary if the function C(s, t) depend only on the time difference s − t.
• We will say that the process X is periodically covariated with a period T > 0 if C(s + T, t + T ) = C(s, t) for all s and t.
• We will say that the process X is almost periodically covariated if C is an almost periodic function in the sense of Bohr. Dehay and Hurd [7] or Dehay [8] . 
The importance of our representation in the harmonisable case is that the covariation function is expressed as the Fourier transform of F . This result is very interesting: firstly it provides valuable informations on the link between dependence nature of the process and the morphology of its bimeasure. Secondly it makes possible statistical estimation of F from the process observations.
According to Gladyshev [10] , the periodicity (resp. the almost-periodicity) of the bivariate covariation function C is equivalent to the periodicity (resp. the almost-periodicity) of the univariate maps, C τ : t −→ C(t + τ, t) for all τ fixed. As for periodically and almost periodically correlated processes see Hurd [13; 12] , this suggest that for all fixed τ the function C τ may be expressed as a Fourier series. Indeed, when C τ is periodic of period T ,
The convergence sense of the right hand series depends on the smoothness of C τ . The terms a k (τ )'s are the k th order Fourier coefficient given by,
Similarly, in the almost periodic case, the Fourier decomposition is given by:
where a γ = lim
e −ıγt dt are Bohr-Fourier coefficients of C τ and J τ = {γ ∈ R, such that, a γ (τ ) = 0} is at most countable, see for instance Dehay and Hurd [7] . In this last paper there was shown that according to the uniform continuity of C, the Bohr-Fourier coefficients a γ (τ ) are continuous with respect to τ . This fact permit to show that J = τ J τ = {γ ∈ R, such that, a γ (τ ) = 0 for some τ } is also countable, see Dehay and Hurd [7] .
In the next proposition we show that some fundamental results concerning spectral representation of periodically and almost periodically correlated processes remain true for their analogues periodically and almost periodically covariated α-stables processes. As in the works of Hurd [12; 13] , we give a necessary and sufficient condition for X to be periodically or almost periodically covariated or covariation stationary.
Proposition 5 (1) The process X is covariation stationary if and only if the bimeasure F is concentrated on the diagonal line. (2) The process X is periodically covariated with a period T if and only if the bimeasure F is concentrated on the lines parallel to the diagonal and equidistant of
2π T that is the lines (L k ) k defined by, L k = {(λ, λ ′ ) ∈ R × R, /λ − λ ′ = 2πk T
}. (3) the process X is almost periodically covariated if and only if the bimeasure F is supported by lines parallel to the diagonal but not necessarily equidistants i.e. the lines (L
γ ) γ where, L γ = {(λ, λ ′ ) ∈ R × R, /λ − λ ′ = γ ∈ J }.
Appendix
Proof of theorem 2.1:
We begin with the case when X d is an SαS real vector and then we generalize to the complex case. Case when X d is real:
We begin with demonstrating the additivity in the case of three components. By definition of the covariation and by using the result (9) it is easy to see that, for all i 0 , j and k such that j = k and for all reals θ j and θ k we have:
where
. For the rest of the proof we will need the next lemma:
Lemma 6 Let 1 < p < 2, then for all real s, we have:
where Γ is the usual gamma function.
With the equality (27) we deduce:
By using the classical trigonometric properties,
it is easy to see that:
We replace ∆(s j , s k ) in (26) and apply the Fubini theorem, which is applicable in our case, we have:
where S(x, y) =
have finite moments of all orders. By the sequel the function S(x, y) is infinitely differentiable. Its partial derivative withe respect to y is given by:
By differentiating the above equality, with respect to x, we have:
Let us remark by using (6) that:
Therefore, according to the condition (11), we have:
By (31) and (34), in order to show that,
it is sufficient to show that (34) is equivalent to the fact that S is a vanishing function, that is:
The second implication is obvious because if S is a null function, it is the same for its second derivative. Now assume that we have, ∀x, y, ∂ 2 S ∂x∂y (x, y) = 0. We deduce then that ∀x, y, ∂S ∂y (x, y) does not depend on x. This implies that, ∀x, y, ∂S ∂y (x, y) = ∂S ∂y (0, y). By replacing the right term of this last equality in the formula(32), we find that ∀x, y, ∂S ∂y (x, y) = 0. In the same way, this implies that S(x, y) does not depend on y, consequently ∀x, y, S(x, y) = S(x, 0) and by replacing this in the formula of S, given in (31), we see that S is null function.
The proof of the general case is done with a technique similar to the one of three variables discussed above. Indeed, let θ 1 , θ 2 , . . . , θ d be real numbers and fix i 0 ∈ {1, .., d}. We note D the term expressed as:
(36) For all j ∈ {0, . . . , d − 2}, the terms D j 's are given by:
(37) Like in the case of three variables discussed above, we use the equality (27) of lemma 6 and then we apply the Fubini theorem. We find an equality similar to (26). It is given by:
where, 
(40) By using (6) and the condition (11), we deduce that:
According to (38) and (41), in order to show that D = 0, it suffices to show the next equivalence:
A trivial implication is that if ∆ j is a null function, it is the same for its second derivative. For the other implication, let us assume that ∀k = 1, . . . , d− j − 1 and ∀θ 1 , . . . , θ d−j we have,
. By replacing the right term of this last equality in the
. It is sufficient to replace θ d−j by 0 in the formula (39), to see that ∆ j is a vanishing function.
Case where X d is a complex vector:
The prof of theorem 2.1 when X d is complex is similar to the real case. We give an idea on how to show this result in the case of three variables. First by definition of the covariation, for all i 0 , j and k not all equals and for all complex numbers θ j and θ k we have:
Instead of using lemma 6, we use the following result:
Lemma 7 Let z = a + ıb be complex number and p positifs number such that 0 < p < 2. Then by using the complex notation x = s + ıt, we have the following equality:
We have a result analogous to (27):
In this case, by applying the equality (44), for all x = x 1 + ıx 2 we have :
(45) The rest of the proof is the same as in the case of real SαS vectors, where we use the lemma 7, the trigonometric properties (29) and the complex derivative operator as in (40) and (41). Finally the same reasoning as in the real case shows the results.
Proof of proposition 2 :
(1) Let A ∈ B(R) be a fixed Borel set. Since dξ(A) is a real (resp. isotropic complex) SαS random variable then according to Cambanis and Miamee [2] or Samorodnitsky and Taqqu [19] , the p th -order fractional moments of dξ(A) are given by E|dξ(A)
). In particular, for p = 1,
According to the definition of the total variation, defined in (20) , it is easy to see that |dξ(A)| ≤ v(dξ, A). Therefore, we have:
(2) Let B ∈ B(R) be fixed Borel set, then by definition of the total variation of the complex measure F B given in (20) (see Dunford and Schwartz [9] ) and replacing F B by its expression we have:
α , see for instance [Samorodnitsky and Taqqu [19] , p.96]. Then by using (46) we deduce that, 
(47) If now f is a bounded function in Λ α (ξ), then there exist as sequence of simple functions (f n ) such that |f n − f |dν converge to 0 as n tends toward infinity. First let us remark that the sequence ( R f n dF B ) n is convergent because it verifies the Cauchy condition. Indeed, according to the inequality (47), for all integers m and n,
On the other hand, since (f n ) n converges to f in L 1 (ν) we can then extract a subsequence (f n k ) k that converges to f (ν-almost everywhere). This means that there exists a Borel set D ∈ B(R) such that ν(R \ D) = 0 and f n k 1l D converges toward f.1l D as k tends to infinity. Using the second result of these proposition and the fact that ν(R \ D) = 0 we deduce that v(F B , R \ D) = 0, this implies that the subsequence (f n k ) k converges v(F B , .)-almost everywhere to f . The functions f n k and the measure v(F B , .) are bounded, then by applying the Lebesgue convergence theorem in the case of Dunford-Schwartz integrals [Dunford and Schwartz [9] , p.151], we deduce then that the subsequence ( R f n k dF B ) k converge to R f dF B . Using the uniqueness of the limit we deduce that the sequence ( R f n dF B ) n converge to R f dF B . Finally, by using (47) we have:
The inequality (22) is then obtained by passage to the limit in (49). (4) Now let f ∈ Λ α (dξ) be a fixed function. Using the definition of the total variation of G, for all B ∈ B(R), we have :
(50) By using the inequality (46) in (50) we deduce that: (23) is satisfied for the sequences of simple functions (f n ) n and (g n ) n . Indeed, let m and n be two integers, then:
The Borel sets (B n j ) j are pairwise disjoints and since dξ satisfy the condition (A) we deduce that:
The result (52) remain true for any function f and g in Λ α (dξ). First, remark that:
Firstly, for a fixed m and using the same reasoning as in the proof of the third assertion of the proposition 2, we have:
On the other hand, using (46) we can derive R f n − f dξ α ≤ Ψ α |f n − f |dν. We have then the inequality,
. By the sequel as n tends to infinity in the equality (52) we succeed to:
where the measure G is defined in the proposition 2. Since (g m ) m converges to g in L 1 (ν), there exists a subsequence (g m k ) k of (g m ) that converges to g (ν-almost everywhere). By applying the fourth assertion of proposition 2, we have,
Finally, since G is of bounded total variations, then the Lebesgue convergence theorem ensure the convergence of (g m (λ
. By a similar technique as for (f n ),
. Finally, as m tends to infinity in the equality (53) we obtain,
The same reasoning on the integral I 2 permits to show that
). In conclusion we have shown that the couple (f, g) is MT-integrable and we have (23).
Proof of proposition 4:
Let A and B be any two Borel sets in R and suppose that there exist an other bimeasure F ′ verifying (23). In this case, by choosing the particular functions f = 1l A and g = 1l B we have :
which implies that F (A, B) = F ′ (A, B) and the uniqueness of F is proven. Now let, t 1 , t 2 , . . . , t n finite sequence of reals. Let us show that the characteristic function of the SαS random vector, (X t 1 , . . . , X tn ) is characterized by F . For this purpose we distinguish the real and the complex cases.
The real case: Using the definition of the characteristic function of real SαS random vector, we have:
Replacing X t by its expression given in (1), it is easy to see that,
Since the functions f (t i , .) are bounded in Λ α (dξ), which is the same as n i=1 θ i f (t i , .), then according to (23) of proposition 3 we have:
This implies that,
(55) It is clear from this last expression that the characteristic function is expressed directly by the known deterministic functions f (t, .) and the unique bimeasure F .
The isotropic complex case: It is known that isotropic complexes α-stables random variables are parametric. Their characteristic function is entirely determined through the covariation norm . α , see for instance Cambanis [1] , Uchaikin and Zolotarev [20] . Therefore, using the definition of the characteristic function of the random vector (X t 1 , . . . , X tn ) we have: 
Which achieve the proof of the proposition.
Proof of proposition 5 : The proof of (2) of this proposition is the same as in Hurd [12, proposition 1] for the case of periodically correlated processes. The proof of (3) is the same as in the almost periodically case see Hurd [13, proposition 6] . In order to give the idea of the proof, we recall here the proof in the periodically covariated case. First, for all fixed τ , by using the representation (23) ıkT (λ−λ ′ ) . It is the Fejer's kernel (see Hurd [13] ).
It is easy to see that:
sin((N + 
As N tends to infinity in (56),
Since F is of bounded Vitali variations, then by the Lebesgue convergence theorem which is true in our case, we have for all t and τ :
R R e ı(t+τ )λ e −ıtλ ′ F (dλ, dλ
Applying the inverse Fourier transform we see immediately that F is concentrated on L = k∈Z L k . Reciprocally, by using the fact that F is concentrated on L we have:
[X t+τ +T , X t+T ] α = R R e ı(t+τ )λ e −ıtλ ′ e ıT (λ−λ ′ ) F (dλ, dλ ′ ),
However, for all (λ, λ ′ ) in S, T (λ − λ ′ ) belongs to 2πZ then e ıT (λ−λ ′ ) = 1 by the sequel:
To calculate the integral I, for all a and b, we use the change of variables: 
This achieve the proof of lemma 7.
